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Nut Tree Culture in Missouri 
T. J. TALBERT 
The wicl..e interest now being shown in the planting of nut trees 
throughout the State emphasizes the need of information on nut 
culture. Although nut trees may be grown with less care and at-
tention than fruit trees, yet to be successful in starting plantings a 
knowledge of successful practices developed by the Missouri Agricul-
tural Experiment Station at Columbia should 'prove of great value. 
The information which follows applies particularly to the native 
black walnuts, butternuts, hardy northern pecans, hickories, chin-
quapins, and haz'elnuts. All these nut plants are native to Missouri 
and may do well if given proper attention in the various districts of 
the state to which they are adapted. 
Nutritive Value of Nuts 
Nuts are now given in the diet a higher rating than ever before. 
This is true because recent studies in nutrition show that they sup-
ply not only the elements needed for health and growth, proteins, 
oils, and carbohydrates but also an ~bundance of vitamins A, Bl and 
G. In fact, the nuts compare very favorable with meats in rankings 
for the above vitamins. Most of the nuts are especially noteworthy 
in high vitamin A and Bl content. It is also believed generally that 
nuts contain nearly all of the mineral essentials demanded for the 
promotion of healthy nutrition. 
Moreover, nuts are usually palatable in the raw stage and are 
prized most highly for dessert purposes. The black walnut is partic-
ularly outstanding because it retains its flavor after cooking. Nuts 
now have a very extensive use in the preparation of confectioneries, 
cakes, breads, and salads. They enhance the flavor of many other 
foods. 
The value of nuts as food accessories has long been recognized. 
They also supply so much body fuel in so compact a form that they 
are particularly well suited for the use of mountain climbers, 
"hi~ers," and even soldiers engaged in long marches and maneuvers. 
In some instances where nuts are plentiful and can be obtained at 
low cost they may be substituted for the fat foods as an economy 
measure. 
Soil and Moisture Conservation 
Contour planting of nut and fruit trees is recommended as a 
standard soil and water saving practice for use on all erosive sites 
where cultivation is to be practiced to any significant extent as a 
. part of the handling system. The only exception to this plan would 
be where an uneven topography makes contour planting impractical 
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in which case other conservation methods such as mulching should 
be substituted to as great a degree as possible for the first 2 to 4 
years when special attention is necessary for the establishment of 
the planting. 
On sloping grounds that tend to erode badly, cultivation along the 
rows of trees should be across or around the slope. On rather 
steep slopes or hill sides cultivation may be confined to hoeing or 
spading at intervals of about 2 weeks, an area about 4 to 6 feet 
in diameter around the individual trees in spring and summer until 
they become established. Under such conditions mulching may 
often be substituted for cultivation with equally good results. Where 
the mulch can be reinforced with manure or nitrogen fertilizers, 
this will be especially beneficial. 
Uses for Nut Trees 
As Shade Trees.-If during the past 40 or 50 years, a large portion 
of the shade trees planted had been nut trees like the native walnut, 
pecan, hickory, chestnut, and chinquapin of the better varieties, it 
is easy for anyone to see that great benefits would have resulted. 
Such a procedure would not only have increased markedly our food 
supply, but it would have given a vast majority of the citizens of 
Missouri the real enjoyment and pleasure that comes from raising 
food on the home grounds. For the future, therefore, we may 
think with confidence that wherever a shade tree is to be planted it 
might better be a nut tree of one of the better varieties, selected for 
its adaptability to the location in 'which it is planted. 
To Prevent Soil Erosion.-Nut trees may have a place on steep 
slopes to prevent erosion and to hold bottom lands unsuited to 
cultivation on account of occasional overfiowf:; from rivers or other 
large streams. Much land of this character that would grow black 
walnuts, pecans, and hickories is now being allowed to grow up in 
"weed" trees. 
For Highway Planting.-N 0 other native trees lend themselves so 
admirably to highway use as the so-called northern or native pecan, 
the black walnut, and the hickories. These nut trees are all general-
ly well-shaped, reach consid~rable heights particularly on fertile 
soils, are stately in appearance, and add beauty and attractiveness 
to the landscape wherever they are grown. They are also compara-
tively free from the attacks of injurious insects and plant disea·ses. 
Such trees in 10 to 12 years may begin to bear profitable crops of 
nuts. Like other trees, they will respond in growth and production 
according to the depth and fertility of the soil on which they are 
grown. The harvests whether gathered by travelers or the Highway 
Commission should prove more and more valuable as the trees grow 
older. Their beauty, shade, timber value, and production of nutri-
tious food . would undoubtedly stimulate a conservative but worth-
while wave of nut tree planting that might be of inestimable value 
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not only to the people of Missouri but to the citizens of adjoining 
states and elsewhere. 
Soils and Fertilizers 
Soils Needed for Good Growth.-The nut trees adapt themselves 
to a very wide range of soil conditions. In fact, few other trees are 
capable of such a wide range of adaptability to soil types. The 
uplands usually planted to corn and wheat and the flood plains of 
the river basins may both be well suited to nut growing. . 
For good growth and production deep well-drained soils are re-
quired. Under proper conditions the trees develop rapidly, have 
an extensive root system, and eventually may ' reach a great age. 
Furthermore, nut trees cannot grow s.uccessfully on wet poorly-
drained land where water stands on or just beneath the surface a 
considerable portion of the year. Lowlands which may be found well 
adapted to the growth of willow and gum trees, may be too wet and 
sour for the growth of nut trees. It would also be well to avoid dry, 
very thin, and very sandy soils. 
In their native range the pecan, hickory, and walnut thrive on the 
alluvial soils of the Missouri and Mississippi River Valleys. They 
grow well also on the upland sandy loam soils adapted to the growth 
of corn, oats, and wheat. All of these nut trees are usually in-
fluenced more by the fertility, humus, and moisture content of the 
soil, than by any particular soil type. 
Fertilizers for Nut Trees.-The deep rich alluvial soils of river 
and creek valleys do not present the same fertilizer problems as 
light and heavy upland soils. Manure supplemented with super-
phosphate at the rate of about 20 to 30 pounds to a ton should prove 
to be a satisfactory fertilizer on depleted soils. It is spread in a 
circle around the trees extending out about twice the spread of the 
branches and plowed or harrowed into the soil. ,A. moderate ap-
plication would range from 8 to 12 tons to the acre. 
Leguminous cover crops are particularly valuable for building up 
the nitrogen and humus content of the soil when plowed under. Their 
judicious use with non-leguminous cover crops and supplemented 
with commercial fertilizers to increase the tonnage for plowing 
under, will usually bring good returns in growth and production. 
Care of the Permanent Plantings 
Since but few diseases and insects attack nut trees in Missouri, 
very little if any spraying work will be required while the trees are 
young. As the trees grow older, however, it may be necessary to 
give pest control more attention. Caterpillars that infest the foliage 
of the trees in late summer and early fall can usually be destroyed 
by cutting off the comparatively few branches on which the worms 
have clustered and burning them. The pest may also be destroyed 
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on high branches by means of torches. If the trees can be sprayed 
thoroughly, arsenicals used in spraying apple orchards will be 
found very effective while the worms are small. 
As in the care of a young apple or peach orchard, it is important 
that the young trees for at least the first two or three years be given 
cultivation and some fertilization on lands of lower fertility if a 
good growth is not being made. A heavy mulch of straw or litter 
around the trees may prove very satisfactory. 
Moreover, livestock should be kept away from the trees until they 
are thoroughly established and the branches of. sufficient height to 
be out of danger of injury. It is a serious mistake to plant or grow 
from seed small nut trees and leave them unprotected from farm 
animals. If the land is to be grazed, each tree may be guarded with 
strong posts and barbed or woven wire spaced about 8 to 10 feet 
from the. trees. 
Once the young nut orchard is throughly established and growing 
thriftily, grass m3¥ be grown beneath the trees and furnish nearly 
as much hay or pasture as though the trees were not present. If 
livestock is allowed to graze in the orchard, which is a questionable 
practice while trees are young, the trees should be pruned and 
trained to fairly high heads. 
Spacing for Nut Trees.-The growing of nut trees for timber alone 
requires a spacing of about 25 to 35 feet apart with other species of 
trees cqmmon to the area growing up later between the nut trees to 
facilitate the development of tall clean trunks. Under . such con-
ditions nut production is inhibited and harvests may be compara-
tively small. Nut trees grown mainly for nut production rather than 
for timber may be planted 60 to 70 feet apart on the square plan. 
Bearing Age of N utTrees 
The Thomas black walnut may bear a few nuts the second year. 
following transplanting. Different varieties and species of grafted 
walnuts, pecans, and hickories often begin bearing from two to four 
years after setting. Hybrid chestnut seedlings will also bear in the 
second or third year. Black ;walnuts from seed sometimes bear a 
few nuts at 8 to 10 years of age. Profitable bearing, however, may 
not be expected in the average nut orchard until the trees are about 
10 to 12 years old. 
Pruning Nut Trees 
For the most part nut trees do not require heavy pruning. Super-
fluous branches, dead limbs, and unsymmetrical ones should be 
removed from time to time while the trees are young and becoming 
established. A uniform top is desirable. The pruning is begun 
when the trees are 2 or 3 years old by removing the lowest branches. 
The rule is to cut away only one branch a year. But trees making 
a very strong growth may re.quire more pruning than those making a 
poor growth. 
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Cultivation and other orchard practices may be greatly simplified 
in commercial plantings by pruning and training the tree heads to 
heights of six or eight feet. Even then the lower branches will ulti-
mately be pressed downward by the weight of nuts when bearing 
begins. 
Regular annual pruning is required generally to prevent the limbs 
from interfering with orchard practices. Furthermore, branches 
lower than six or eight feet high, should be subdued by cutting back 
while the trees are young. These limbs should be removed only 
when the trees have become anchored strongly enough in the soil to 
prevent the directions of the trunk being influenced by the prevail-
ing winds. 
The Black Walnut 
There is something about the distinctive flavor of our native black 
walnut kernels that appeals to the American people. And there is 
much about the black walnut tree itself that makes it much admired 
and respected. 
It grows rapidly, and yet it is one of our most valuable timber 
trees. It is an excellent tree for the grounds about the home. Not 
only does it yield an annual crop, but it is a lovely shade tree-
beautiful to look at-and has the further advantage that the lawn 
grows well beneath it. 
Has Wide Distribution.-It is a very cosmopolitan tree in that it 
will thrive almost anywhere if given half a chance. From lower 
Canada to the Gulf of Mexico and from the Atlantic to the Pacific 
Coast, it may be found in various states of production. On the 
fertile lands, however, of the Mississippi and Ohio River basins it 
reaches perhaps its highest development. The 10 high ranking 
states in walnut lumber production are as follows, in order of their 
importance: Missouri, Illinois, Kentucky, Ohio; West Virginia, Iowa, 
Tennessee, Arkansas, Indiana, and Texas. 
Valuable Timber Tree.-Some of the main or principal uses of 
the, wood may be enumerated as follows: For the making of gun 
stocks, it stands supreme. Since walnut does not warp or swell when 
wet it does not interfere with the action of the gunlock in gun stocks. 
The wood also may be made into a sharp edge and fit snugly against 
the metal parts, while the dark color and beautiful grain produces 
an attractive implement. It is a standard and a favorite for musical 
instruments notably pianos and organs; sewing machine tables, 
cases, airplane propellers, picture frames, caskets, cabinet work, 
moldings and many forms of ornaments. The shells of the nuts 
were, during World War I, manufactured into carbon and used 
for gas masks. 
The wood possesses unusual and rare combinations of qualities 
which make it superior in the manufacture of the articles mentioned 
above. Its freedom from warping, checking, or splitting when 
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subjected to alternate wetting and drying is an unusal quality. 
It works easily with a ll kinds of too ls, has remarkab le durability in 
the presence of wood-decaying fungi and insects. Moreover. it is 
hard, durable, heavy, stiff and strong. The dark color of the wood 
does not allow soi ling stains La show and the grain of the wood 
and its texture make it easy to grip .. 
Seed ling black waln ut trees. On t he left unwork d. and on 
the r ig ht top-worked to th Stab l r varieW. Tho a rrows in di-
cate the graft union. Note the top-growth after 4 years i8 
eq unl to that of the un worked tree. 
Produces a Nutritious Food.- The ker.nels of the black walnut are 
now used not only in candy making but to a large extent in breads, 
cakes, salads, waffles, and other forms of food. In lhe cities t he 
kernels are sold yearly in in creasing amounts not only from whole-
sale and retail grocers but by street vend ers as well. On e may 
often tind the kern Is for sale at food stand s and in other places 
where fruits and vegetables are sold. 
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Changing Seedling Trees to Named Varieties.-On nearly every 
farm, walnut trees are growing along ravines, fence rows, and on 
rough land which is more or less out of the way and inaccessible. 
Most of these may be top-worked by one or more of the methods 
described under "Propagation" to the named and more desirable 
kinds of black walnuts without impairing the value of the timber. 
In 5 to 7 years seedling trees ranging in age from 15 to 40, if top-
worked, may produce crops equal to untreated trees. Still younger 
and smaller trees from one to 10 or 12 years old, may generally be 
top-worked with less difficulty than older trees. 
Results from Top-working Experiments.-Cleft grafting work per-
formed at the Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station has been 
very successful. In fact, walnut top-working has been but little if 
any more difficult than apple or pear top-working. With reasonable 
care and fairly good technique the grafting operation is not difficult 
to perform. It is believed, however, that the common practice in 
top-working pecan, hickory, and walnut has been to dehorn too 
severely. This may induce insect and disease injury which often 
results in a wiry poor tree after 10 or 12 years. For good results, 
six inches in diameter should be about the maximum size of the 
limb for top-working. 
Encour.ages New Industry.-A wider interest in black walnut 
kernels has caused a new industry to spring up. This consists of 
nut cracking or shelling establishments which have been located 
in the walnut growing districts. The plants in many instances buy 
walnuts in large quantities. 'rhe nut meats are removed and sold 
at wholesale, usually in barrel lots containing 180 'pounds of nut 
meats. In most districts the new industry is in operation for most 
of the year. 
Power driven machines feeding from large hoppers are used for 
cracking the nuts. Nearly all the workers pick the meats from the 
cracked nuts. Women are generally employed and are paid on a 
piece-work basis or by the pound. Moreover, employees are often 
given a premium for nut meats removed from the shells with the 
"halves" unbroken. . 
This new black walnut industry has increased and heightened the 
interest in planting the trees for both nut and timber production. 
Consequently, in the districts where these nut cracking mills have 
been established, many producers are planting either small or large 
blocks of black walnut trees. In some cases the plantings are made 
up of grafted or budded trees of named varieties, while in others the 
nuts are planted and the seedlings later top-worked to the kinds 
desired. 
The named varieties and better seedling sorts bring the highest 
price ,in the form of nuts and as kernels. In fact, the nuts of the 
named varieties usually sell for twice the price paid for the average 
seedling nuts. Some of the chief varieties most highly prized for 
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their t hin shells, weight of kernels, crackin g quality, and flavor 
are Thomas, Stabl er, Tucker, Ohio, and Miller. 
S table r blllck wuinuts . About. 25 (;', or more may s how this form and give on cracking 
half or who l ~ kern 18. 
To obtain a marketable and paying product, care in the gathering, 
hUAking and extracting of kernel s, is necessary. Culling the nuts 
and cracking non e but the good ones a re a lso important. Through 
such methods, many producers are able to supply city markets and 
roadside stand s with kernels which sell readily and at good prices. 
Returns from Trees.- Walnut tr es will give return s in gen ral 
in proportion to the care given. They are fairl y rapid growers under 
good cultur. At an age of 20 years the trees may reach a height of 
35 fe et with 50 feet at 30 years and about 70 feet at 50 years. In 
other words, a growth of about 2 feet a year for 20 years is not unu s-
ual. After this age th e trees slow down gradually to about a foot of 
growth a year. 
It is estimated that walnut trees from 60 to 70 years of age will 
produce on the average from 100 to 150 board feet of lumber. Tr es 
of such an age may also produce an average of all the way from 
four or five bushels of nuts per tree each year up to as many as t n 
to fourteen or more bushels per year. 
Judging Standards of Value.-According to the Northern Nut 
Growers Association, Inc., the measure of valu e of the nut of a 
variety is the amount of usable or marketable kernel s that can be 
obtained from a given weight of nuts with the least labor. 
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On the basis of the above considerations, data on black walnut 
varieties follows: 
Variety 
Thomas 
Stabler 
Ohio 
M1ller 
Peanut ' 
Tucker 
Herman 
Teneyck 
McCoy 
O. D. Moss 
DATA ON VALUE OF BLACK WALNUT VARIETIES 
MISSOURI AGRICULTURAL EXPERIMJ::NT STATION 
Ave. wt. 
of nuts 
gm. 
26.2 
14.9 
15.3 
24. 9 
15.6 
21.3 
13.8 
19.5 
22.3 
27.2 
Columbia, Mo., 1940 
Crackil1¥ 
Percent 
kernels 
26. 6 
24.8 
22.7 
22.0 
25.3 
22.0 
20.8 
20.6 
17.7 
17.7 
Percent 
oil 
content 
62.8 
56.2 
64.9 
60.0 
61.3 
57.7 
64.1 
59.5 
57.3 
64.3 
Notes on 
cracking 
Mostly quarters 
High percen-
tage whole or 
solid 
Fit shell very 
tightly 
very brittle 
Cracks easily 
Fits shell tightly 
Difficult to crack 
very brittle 
Kernels brittle 
shell thin 
DIfficult to ex-
tract the kernels ' 
Shell thick 
but kernels 
easily extracted 
color light 
Fairly easy to 
extract but are 
very brittle 
Keeping quality 
of kernels 
3 months 
room temp. 
Rancid 
Rancid 
Slightly rancid 
Slightly rancid 
Rancid 
Slightly rancid 
Fresh and good 
Becoming stale 
Sour 
Sweet and good 
Unnamed seedling19.2 24.0 57.1 Cracks easily 
shell thin 
Very strong , 
The nuts were gathered after the first severe frost and husked im-
mediately. They were allowed to air dry for one week and then 
dried in an oven at 87 0 F. for 15 hours. Any adhering fragments of 
husk were removed before cracking and weighing. The kernels 
were stored in cork-stopped bottles in the laboratory for three 
months. At intervals during this period samples were taken to 
determine the keeping quality of the different varieties. A notice-
able decrease in richness and flavor occurred within one month. By 
the end of three months the varieties Moss and Herman were the 
only ones which were i edible. 
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There seems to be very littl e correlation between size of the nut 
and cracking percentage. The nuts of the varieties tested varied in 
weight from 14 to 27 grams. The amo unt of kernel free ranged from 
17 to 26 percent and the oil content had a spread of 57 to 64 per-
cent of the weight of the kernel. 
N uts o f bl ack wa lnu l vari e li f!8 ~ how in g diffe re nces in s he ll Lh ic kn (lS8 and kt!rn e l cR vili cs. 1 and 
2, Stabler. 3, Ohio. 4, Thoma •. 5. Tucke r. 6, Mille r. 7. T e n Eyck . 8 , 9. 10. and 11 , unnamed 
seed linK's . 
The Butternut 
Among our native walnuts the butternut is valued hi ghl y especial -
ly for home use. On the markets, however, the rough shell and 
comparatively small size of the kernel have in general tended to 
keep prices low and th e demand limited. Th ere are now prospects 
for the introduction and growing of s uperior hybrid varieties. 
Grafted species which bear particularly good nuts are becoming 
availabl e through nut nurseries. 
The trees may become very large in height, spread and trunk di-
ameter. They are attractive and stately in appearance and it is 
the hardiest member of the walnut genu s as its native range extends 
well into Canada. The bark is gray in color and the wood is soft. 
Heart-wood decay is common in old trees, a lthou gh they may reach 
great age. The speci es has a rather restricted range within the 
Eastern states, but it occurs naturally as far west as eastern Kansas 
and Nebraska. In Mi ssouri , its growth is confined large ly to the 
central and northern areas where black walnuts are plentiful. 
The nuts are oblong, sharp-pointed at the apex, cylindrical, 
bluntly rounded at the base, rough and jagged over the surface, 
and as a rule thick-shell ed. In spite of this, some varieties have 
good shellin g quality, and the kern els possess usually a rich, agree-
able flavor. In confections the butternut kernel may compete suc-
cessfully with the popular flavor of the black walnut kernels. The 
butternut may be propagated and grown successfully by adopting 
the practices suggested for the culture of the black walnut. As is 
true with the walnut it may be inter-grafted upon the other walnuts 
or used as a stock for them. 
The Japanese Walnut 
The Japanese walnut or butternut is a strong vigorou s grower and 
may thrive on depleted soils. It is in much favor on account of its 
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desirable form and tropical appearance of its foliage. The nut is 
much like the butternut both in cracking quality and flavor of 
kernels. Named varieties are not available for propagation. 
The Heart Nut which is a sport of the Japanese walnut resembles 
it closely in character of foliage and fruit. The nuts, however, have 
better cracking quality and are smoother. The varieties available 
exhibit different degrees of hardiness, and there may be considerable 
bud and wood killing from winter temperatures of _15 0 to _20 0 F. 
In general, they may be expected to fruit about as often as the 
peach in the different districts of the State. Some of the varieties 
listed for planting are Lancaster, Ritchie, Faust, and Bates. 
The Persian Walnut 
The Persian walnut is commonly called English walnut. It is 
grown extensively as a commercial crop on the Pacific slope. Pro-
duction in the U. S. is mainly in California and Oregon. The 
climate and soils of these states seem to be particularly well suited 
to the needs of this species. 
Varieties vary greatly in the minimum winter temperatures they 
will stand. The hardier sorts may withstand temperatures of _10 0 
to _120 F., if thoroughly dormant. Most sections of Missouri may 
experience winter temperatures from _15 0 to _20 0 F. or lower. 
Such temperatures are critical for Persian walnuts, so the growing 
of this nut is limited maiJJy to southeast Missouri. Even in these 
areas injury and outright winter killing of branches and trees may 
occur. 
The hardiest varieties are perhaps the Hall and the Rush. In 
more favorable sections the Franquette and the Mayette have been 
desirable. Still other varieties consist of Alpine, Holden, and 
Meylan. In the southeastern districts where peaches succeed com-
mercially English walnut seedlings have been· fairly satisfactory. 
Furthermore, the trees are generally very susceptible to fungus 
diseases in humid climates, consequently the growing of the English 
walnut outside areas having moderately dry and cool summer cli-
mates has not been successful. Growth starts early in the spring, 
and freez'es and frosts, where prevalent, are a serious hazard. The 
requirements for growth and fruiting appear to be just the reverse 
of the conditions found generally in Missouri. 
At the Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station, Columbia, the 
hardiest varieties of the Persian walnut obtainable have been grown 
on the station grounds for about 30 years and the trees have never 
produced a crop of fruit. The fruit buds are always killed by low 
winter temperatures and occasionally the branches are killed back 
into 3 and 4 year old wood. 
The Pecan 
The pecan is a member of the hickory group and its range in this 
country extends from Canada to Mexico. The hickories are valuable 
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for both nuts and timber. Fifteen different species of the hickory 
group have been recorded. Of these only three or four produce 
nuts of outstanding value. In nut production, the pecan hickory 
is the most important of all the hickories. For crop value of nuts 
it rivals the Persian (English) walnut and the tree is one of the 
largest east of the Rocky Mountains. The pecan tree is native to 
the southeastern and south central parts of the United States and 
it is found in the forests as a native tree througllout Missouri. 
Commercial production within the state may reach 800,000 Jlounds 
or more in good crop years, and according to the State-Federal Crop 
Reporting Service there are now about 88,000 pecan trees in the 
State of bearing age. All of these consist of seedling groves except 
the comparatively recent orchard plantings of the southeastern area. 
Commercial culture of standard varieties in the United States is 
co~fined largely to Georgia, Texas, Oklahoma, Louisiana, Alabama, 
Mississippi and Florida. 
The natural habitat is along streams and on river bottom lands. 
The nut is of southern origin and at the present time the commercial 
varieties consist mainly of the large so-called "paper-shell" sorts. 
These require a comparatively long growing season for their develop-
ment. Consequently the southern types may not be productive in the 
more northern regions. 
The cultural range of the pecan may be divided into two rather 
large belts, known as southern and northern. In fact, pecan culture 
is sometimes designated al? "southern" and "northern" due to differ-
ences in size of nut, thickness of shell, and time required for ma-
turity of nuts. The approximate northern limit of the southern area 
is near the extreme southeastern boundary line between Missouri 
and Arkansas. The northern belt extends into Nebraska and Iowa 
and includes approximately the entire state of Missouri. 
The chief difference between these areas is the length of the 
growing season. In general, the southern or "paper-shell" varieties 
require from 240 t9 250 days to mature their nuts, while the northern 
varieties which produce usually nuts of smaller size with somewhat 
thicker shells need from 180 to 200 days. 
Varieties 
There is no factor in pecan growing of greater importance than 
the proper selection of varieties for planting. Fertile soils and 
good culture will not make poor varieties profitable or low yielding 
kinds fruitful. 
Only in southeast Missouri are the southern varieties such as 
Stuart, Pabst, Moneymaker, Success, Schley, Van Deman, Burkett, 
Texas Prolific, Halbert, and others a success. This is true because 
the fruit buds of these varieties in other sections of Missouri are 
generally killed by winter cold. Furthermore even if they escape the 
winter cold, the growing periods for all sections except southeast 
Missouri may not be long enough for the full maturity of the nuts. 
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Since none of the sorts adapted to the southern belt are sufficient-
ly hardy to justify their planting in Missouri except in the south-
eastern section, growers in other parts of the state should confine 
their interests and selections to the so-called northern varieties. 
Some of the best of these are the Major, Niblack, Indiana, Busseron, 
Green River, and Posey. 
Chance seedlings which have not heen named are now and then 
found that may be equally as worthy or better for planting locaIly 
than any of the named varieties listed above. In fact, these sug-
gested sorts were derived from chance seedling trees. Producers 
generally, therefore, should be on the lookout for seedling trees of 
merit. When so discovered, the Missouri AgriCultural Experiment 
Station at Columbia will be glad to make tests free of charge and 
report upon the cracking percent, amount of kernel, appearance, 
flavor, texture, quality, oil content, etc. 
The nuts produced by the hardy vari~ties adapted generally to 
Missouri conditions are usually smaller in size and have somewhat 
thicker shells but may possess equally as high or even higher oil 
content and kernel quality than the southern sorts. The better 
varieties of this group, however, rank high enough to compete fav-
orably on the markets of the country in both shelled and unshelled 
state with the southern varieties. 
Storage of Pecan Nut Kernels* 
For home processing use nut kernels may be placed in ordinary 
pint size glass fruit jars, covering the kernels in the top of the jars 
with a piece of waxed or parchment paper to protect them from 
moisture that may condense under the lids as they cool after heating. 
Rubber rings of the usual type are put on the jars and the lids 
are placed and made secure but not tightened.· In an ordinary wash 
boiler having a wooden rack for setting the jars, pour in water to 
a depth of about 2 inches. Then bring the water to the boiling 
point. The jars of nuts are then set in place on the racks and the 
lid of the boiler put on to confine the steam and heat within the 
container. After processing for 15 minutes remove the jars quickly, 
one at a time, clamp or fasten the lids tightly and cool. Pecan 
kernels so treated may after one year of storage at usual room or 
cellar temperatures be about as good as when packed. 
The Hickories 
The native hickories of Missouri have been held in high esteem 
since early settlements were established. They are notorious on 
account of their slow rate of growth yet they offer greater possibili-
ties to nut growers than is usually believed. As shade trees they 
have a high ranking. 
·Suggestions adaptE'd from Technical Bulletin No. 770, June 1941, U. S. D. A. 
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Promising varieties may now be had by obtaining scions from 
superior bearing seedling trees and from young named and grafted 
trees in the nurseries of commercial concerns. Grafted trees may 
come into bearing in three or four years after the operation. 
Perhaps as many as five species are native of Missouri. The big 
sheUbark or kingnut is common to the south and southwest regions, 
but its range is not as wide as others. The -shagbark which is the 
most valuable nut producer of aU the hickories,.is rather widely 
distributed particularly in northern and central Missouri. Numer-
ous varieties have been described and named because of their par-
ticular merits. Shellbark nuts may be large and attractive, but are 
often poorly filled. 
The pignut, mockernut, and bitternut have a rather general dis-
tribution especially in the central and northern parts of the state. 
These nuts are not considered of great value except for their hybrids 
with other species. Perhaps the most natural type of hybrid oc-
curring among the hickories is crosses between the shagbark and 
sheUbark, one of the best varieties of which is Weiker. 
The pecan and sheUbark hybrids include McAlister, Nussbaumer, 
and Rockville, while the Burton is believed to be a pecan shagbark 
cross. The natural crosses of the pecan and hickory found in the 
wild have not been entirely satisfactory. The trees vary greatly 
in fruitfulness and the nuts in thickness of shells, size, shape, and 
kernel quality. A strong tendency to produce nuts with imperfect 
kernels is common. 
Local varieties selected from the wild may have merit for use in 
top-working hickories or pecans. The pecan is suggested because it 
makes a good stock for the hickories as it grows more rapidly. Some 
of the best named sorts for planting or for use in top-working ap-
pear to be the following: Barnes, Fairbanks, Beaver, Stanley, 
Weiker, Hales, Kentucky, Swain, Laney, Kirtland, and Rieke. 
Top-Working Hickory With P~can 
The conversion -of hickory trees which abound throughout the 
State to pecan trees of named varieties which bear desirable nuts 
has a strong appeal to many producers. While the grafting or 
budding operations though usually difficult may be successful, yet 
the resulting yields of the top-workea tretlS have in general been 
disappointing. One reason for this is that hickories generally grow 
abundantly on poor soils, and when such trees are top-worked they 
usually result in failures. On good soils where vigorous trees may 
be found the hickory may prove to be fairly satisfactory as a 
stock for the pecan. 
The Chestnuts and Chinquapins 
In our country, the American chestnut is the largest of all chest-
nut trees. The chinquapin is related closely to the chestnut and 
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resembles it strikingly in most of the important characteristics. It 
occurs in two forms. West of the Mississippi River, the chinquapin 
tree may reach a height of sixty feet in good soil, while the other 
form in the eastern range grows to a height of about fifteen feet. 
Each may be grafted or budded upon the other without difficulty. 
Named varieties of the chinquapin are not available at this time. 
The Japanese, Chinese, and European chestnuts are introduced 
species. 
The blight disease has almost wiped out the great American 
chestnut forests of the East. As yet, however, the malady has not 
been introduced into Missouri. The chinquapin of this area is 
highly resistant to the blight and some of the hybrids carry the 
resistant quality and bear nuts of good size and high quality. The 
native chinquapin forests especially of southwest Missouri are 
valued highly not only for their nuts but particularly for post timber. 
The native chinquapin tree , in Missouri grows to large size in 
good soil and it may be found as one of the largest forest trees on 
the stony ridge lands of southwestern sections of the Ozark Moun-
tains. The nuts are very much like those produced by chestnut 
trees except they are smaller. In flavor and quality the nuts may 
be found equal or superior to the chestnuts. 
Both the chinquapin and chestnut may be grafted or budded one 
upon the other without difficulty. In fact, the western chinquapin 
may be used successfully as a stock for the chestnut. 
The European chestnut is very susceptible to the blight. A very 
large coarse nut is produced by the Japanese chestnut and it does 
not blight quite as readily as the American sorts. The Chinese 
chestnut is the most resistant to blight and it is admired for its 
beauty as a lawn tree. 
Some desirable varieties of the American chestnut for growing in 
Missouri are as follows: Boone, Fuller, Paragon, Progress, Ro-
chester, Champion, and Van Fleet. 
Hazelnuts 
The hazelnut or filbert which is grown so successfully in Oregon 
and Washington has not been generally sucessful in Missouri. This 
has been due mainly to winter injury, resulting either in the killing 
of the staminate catkins by cold, or of the developing catkins by 
late spring freez'es and frosts. For good fruiting they need cross-
pollination. Some of the well-known and popular varieties are 
Barcelona, Du Chilly, Italian Red, Rush, Winkler, and others. 
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The native hazelnut which may be found throughout the State is 
hardy and generally a fairly. regular cropper. Seedling nuts, while 
not as large usually as the Northwest Filbert, are found now and 
then that approach them closely in size and crackin g quality. Fur-
thermore, the native seedling nut kernels may excel occasionally 
in flavor and quality. 
Filbert plnnt tran splanted from nursery in April, tip layered in 
A ugllst. and phoLovrap hecl in November. Note the cane be twee n the 
old plant on the I ft an d the new one on th e righ t. is be.ing cut with 
a knife. The new plant is reudy to be pJant.ed in a nc'w location. 
(U. S. D. A.). 
Interested nut growers are, therefore, urged to perp tuate the 
most promising hazelnuts of the wild by " simple layerage. Until 
hardier varieties of the filbert are found, the chief attention may be 
well sp nt on the propagation and cu lture of the native seedling 
sorts of merit. As yet none of the native se dlin gs hav been des-
cribed, named and propagated for sale and distribution. 
Tip or simple layering seems to b the most satisfactory method 
of propagating the hazelnut and filbert. Shoots or suckers. one-year 
old and arising from the base of the plant are used. They are left 
attached to the mother plant and are bent over until the ends or 
tips rest upon the soil. 
To encourage root growth, the underside of the branch to be 
covered with soil is frequently notched or ringed. The part of the 
branch in contact with t he moist soil is then covered leaving a 
small portion of the end protruding. The branches are sometimes 
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pegged down with forked sticks or weight ed with stones. After 
one season's growth, the branch should be established with roots 
and top. It is then cut from the parent and removed for transplant-
ing to its permanent location. 
Starting A Nut Planting 
Time to Plant.-Late fall and early winter planting of nut trees 
and plants may generally give better results than early spring 
planting. This will usually be particularly true in the southern 
half of the State. In central and northern sections, early spring 
planting may prove to be equally as satisfactory as late fall setting. 
The results of fall setting are not enough better, however, to justify 
a year's delay 'in planting. 
By Purchasing Trees.-One method consists of the outright pur-
chase of the various kinds of nut trees desired from one or more 
nursery concerns. This procedure saves time in establishing the 
planting and in bringing the trees into bearing. The rather large 
expenditures for purchases in the beginning is the chief objection 
raised against this plan by most growers. 
By Propagating on the Farm.-Another method consists of propa-
gating the nut trees on the farm and spreading the planting over a 
considerable period of time. The methods and modifications of the 
same suggested in detail under "Summary Of Nut Tree Propaga-
tion Practices For Missouri Conditions," for each of the different 
kinds of nut trees may be used and adapted to local conditions in 
establishing the nut planting. 
Supply of Grafting and' Budding Wood.-When the latter method 
is chosen it is important that a supply of budding and grafting 
wood of the kinds and varieties desired for propagating young trees 
and for top-working old ones be secured. This may be done by 
obtaining 'scions from nut nurseries and by top-working a sufficient 
number of seedling trees already growing on the farm to supply 
budding and grafting wood in a few years for propagation require-
ments. 
Another method consists of the purchase and planting at the out-
set of several young 'trees of the kinds and varieties desired. ,These 
should in two or three years begin to furnish an abundance of bud-
ding and grafting wood for use in top-working seedling sorts to the 
particular kinds that are to be perpetuated. 
Handling the Work.-Inexperienced growers should expect a high 
percentage of failures in the first attempts at budding and grafting. 
With practice and experience profitable work is possible in a com-
paratively short time. Since experienced operators wiII be un-
available in most instances, it is important that the producers 
either learn the budding and grafting methods themselves and 
develop the skill and technique required for good results or others 
available for employment should receive the instruction and training. 
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Storing Nuts over Winter.-All of the different kinds of nuts 
which are not planted in the fall or early winter and are to beheld 
for early spring planting should be stratIfied in sand or kept cool 
and moist in packing material such as sand, sawdust, leaf-mold, soil, 
etc. Satisfactory storage may be found in ground caves, cool 
moist cellars, or a well drained soil. 
The hulls of black walnuts may be removed by: running the nuts 
through an ordinary corn sheller. Additional cleaning may be ob-
tained by churning them in a tub of water with a stiff broom. Only 
those nuts need hulling that are to be sold, shipped or stored over 
winter for spring planti~g. 
A bushel of black walnuts weighs about 50 pounds, averaging 
approximately 24 nuts to the pound, and about 1200 to the bushel. 
Stratifying the Nuts for Planting the Next Spring.-Stratifying 
the seeds or nuts in a "fiat" or small shallow box is a common prac-
tice. Drainage should be provided in the bottom of the box. A 
layer of sand about one-half inch thick is placed on the bottom. 
On this a layer of nuts is placed, then another layer of sand is 
put upon the nuts. This process is continued until the work is 
finished or the box has been filled. The box may then be stored in 
a cool, damp cellar until planting time next spring, or it may be 
set fiat on the ground on the north side of a building, covered with 
litter to a depth of 2 to 3 inches and screened with wire to prevent 
rodents from doing damage. Nuts handled in this manner should 
be planted early in the spring as soon as soil and weather conditions 
permit. 
Planting in HiIls.-All of the nuts described above may be planted 
in hills at the rate of about 3 or 4 nuts for each tree on the perma-
nent planting site soon after they are harvested. The nuts may also 
be stored or stratified as described above and the planting work 
done in early spring. Posts may be driven at each hill to mark and 
protect the planting area. In making the plantings, the proper 
spacing distance for the trees that are to grow should be observed. 
Soil Preparation and Depth of Planting . .J::.-If the planting is made 
in sod, a circular area for the soil in the hills with a diameter of 
2 to 2112 feet may be spaded or hoed in preparation for planting the 
nuts. The nuts should be covered with soil to a depth of about 2 
to 2% inches. In late fall or early winter a mulch of straw, strawy 
manure, or other litter of 3 or 4 inches in depth may prove helpful. 
Before mulching it is often advisable to make provision against the 
destruction of the nuts by rodents such as squirrels, rats, mice, 
etc. This may be done by placing screen wire over the hills in such 
a manner as to allow the screen to extend into the soil at least 4 or 
5 inches. 
In the spring the mulch and screen should be removed. If the nuts 
have been planted too deeply sufficient top soil is now removed to 
make the planting depth about 2 inches. Where damage by rodents 
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is likely and the planting fairly large, it may be more economical 
on account of the extra labor and materials needed to protect fall 
seedings to store the nuts over winter and make the planting in 
early spring. 
Planting in Nursery Rows.-As in the case of hill planting where 
there is no danger from rodents or if some r;ort of protective care 
is given, the nuts may be planted in nursery rows in the garden or 
elsewhere any time during the late fall or early winter instead of 
early spring. The nursery rows are laid off 3l/2 to 4 feet apart and 
. the nuts planted in the row about 8 to 14 inches apart and covered 
to a depth of 2 to 2l/2 inches. It is usually advisable to stake the 
rows in order that light surface cultivation may start next spring 
before the nut seedling plants push through the soil. It is important 
for good growth and development that the plants be given thorough 
cultivation throughout the season. 
If a good strong growth is made the trees may be transplanted in 
the following late fall or early winter or early the next spring to their 
permanent location. They may also be left in the nursery row and 
given cultivation for another year. It is usually important, how-
ever, that the trees be transplanted after the second season's growth 
because nut trees generally transplant much more successfully if 
not more than one or two years old. After planting, the care sug-
gested for seedlings in the permanent planting may be adopted. 
Seedlings Need Attention and CuItivation.-It is important that 
the surface soil in the hills be kept mellow, loose, and free from 
weeds and grass, in order to promote rapid growth of the seedling 
sprouts. Careful attention and cultivation of the seedlings at in-
tervals of 10 days or 2 weeks during the spring and summer is re-
quired for good results. 
After one season's growth in hill planting, the seedlings are 
thinned to one good tree in each hill, which should be· wrapped or 
screened against winter injury by rodents. Surplus trees may be 
used for filling vacant hills or the making of new plantings. Trees 
transpI'anted from the nursery row should be given the same pro-
tection against rodents. 
Changing Seedling Trees to Named Varieties.-The orchardist 
employs top-working or top grafting to change the top of an imma-
ture or mature bearing tree to that of another variety. It is also 
used to obtain greater hardiness of the trunks and scaffold branches 
of trees grafted or budded. However, seedling or ungrafted trees 
are likely to bear nuts of some value, but they are generally widely 
variable in size, thickness of shell, quality of kernel, time of ma-
turity, etc. The chief value of seedlings, therefore, may be for 
the timber, stopping soil erosion, shade, beauty, etc., instead of nut 
production. 
The best results from top-working are generally secured from 
the use of young vigorous growing trees ranging in height from 4 
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or 5 fe t to 20 to 25 feet. Trees with well balanc d branches and 
symmetrical heads about 5 or 6 feet high are satisfactory, In 
crowded plantings 0,' wi ld groves locat d in woods, fence rows, and 
ravines, low branches on shaded parts of trees seldom d velop into 
strong limbs. Thinning the nut ttoees and oth r tre growth in 
wild groves until the nut tre s that are top-worked stand about 
60 feet apart will b helpful. 
The changing of all th s edlings to known and b tter varieties by 
top-working ne d not be done in one season. It is often more con-
veni nt and advisabl to ext nd the work ov r a period of several 
y ars and bearing may not b delayed maierially. Better seasons 
or years for doing th work may be xperi nc d under such plans. 
With more tim, thos responsibl for doing the propagation work, 
should gain valu abl xp rience, skill , and knowledg . 
De cription Of Some Grafting And Budding Methods for Nut Trees 
The Whip Graft Method.- A sloping cut about 1% in ches long 
is mad on on side of th upp r nd of the seed ling stem or branch 
known as the stock, The sam kind of sloping cut is mad on th 
lower end of the scion which should b about 3% to 4 inch s long 
when completed. Th knif is then placed on the slo-qing cut of 
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both stock and sc ion at a distance of about 14 or lh inch from the 
end and a tongue is cut here on both scion and stock. They are 
then pushed together, th e tongues of each slipping into the slits 
made for them. To complete the graft, the scion and stem are 
wrapped fairly tight with No. 18 or 20 knitting twine. Before tying 
the union or graft, however, it is important to see that the inner 
bark of both comes together at least on one side; otherwise, the 
graft is not likely to grow. If the scion and stock are of different 
diam eters, care must be taken to insure the proper interlapping of 
edges of the growing layers (cambium), at least on one side; other-
wise, the graft may not grow. If the weak cotton string with which 
the stock and scion are wrapped does not break within 6 to 8 weeks 
it should be cut. 
Makin!! the whip gra ft. ( A ) long slopi ng cut and slit made in 
scion. (II) stoc k prepa red in a s imilar mann er and ready to be 
unit ed with SCIOn. (C) 8cion all I sLock pushed toget he r w ith 
tvllg' lI t:S inl e rl ock ill g- n le the scion has been painted while 
merely for tb e purpose of th e picture. to show the proper cambia l 
con tact. (0) sciun pl aced to one si de to secure the proper 
cambial contact with the stock. 
The Cleft Graft Method.- In cleft grafting, the operation con-
sists in sawing off the limb, leaving the stump to be grafted. The 
stump is split with a heavy knife and maul. The cleft or split should 
be made about 2 or 3 inches deep. The knife is then removed and 
placed in the center of the cleft in order to spread it for receiving 
the scions. If the stock is large, two wedge-shaped scions may be 
used, one in each side of the split. It is always well to use two or 
more scions, depending on the size of the stock, as scions are fre-
quently broken out by the wind and other factors. If the stump is 
large and there is danger of the pressure crushing the scions, a 
wood wedge may be driven down into the middle of the split to 
hold the parts of the limb open and lessen the pressure upon the 
scions. The top of the wedge is then cut off level with the stump. 
Where the stock or trunk is very large, it may be split both ways 
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and four scions placed in it. In other cases th e split is made to one 
side of the center so as to avoid splitting the heart wood. 
Th e I(' ft Clil f t. ( A ) hr:ITlch ~;Iwc'd o fT .l nd dd t prepa red fo r sC U1J1 S. (H) NelOn! In se rteu 
I n c lr fl , a nd ~ t r'c k rc..~a d v ((II 1)' IIi K \o\ h t'l1 all ('11 1 ~ ul f. t ces should lit' waxe'( !. ( ) th e d d t g rafti ng 
UPCf' lI UIi cO Il1I ,ll' lell ~" t (" Ih l" \o !ock \!'o wraPI'('d wI ,h cord IH'u r th t' ed ).(c o t keep th e sc ams in 
Il lac(' a 11(1 a ll e \lt ~lIrface ... • I re thorcJu ghl v covt'n-d w llh g ra ftll lg W.IX. 
Preparing and Inserting the Scions.- The scions, containing from 
3 to 6 buds each, about 4 or 5 inches long and about the size of a 
lead pencil, or a little larger are prepared by making long, sloping 
cuts from 11;2 to 2 inches in length on both sides of the lower ends. 
The wedge-shaped scions are then ready for insertion in the split 
or cavity made in the stock. The scions should be so placed that 
the inner bark of one side makes an exact union with the cambium 
or inner bark of th stock. This is very important, as it is at this 
point only that any growth occurs. 
Waxing and Subsequent Treatment.- After the scions are in 
place, all wounded surfaces should be thoroughly and completely 
covered with grafting wax. If the wax is hot, 2 or 3 coats may be 
required for good coverage. The cleft must be closely sealed to 
keep out air and disease organi sms, borers, and to prevent the 
wounds from "bleeding." The wax should never be disturbed and 
new applications, if needed to k p the wounds covered should be 
made at intervals of 10 days or 2 weeks until the scions are well 
establi shed and the wounds are healing. 
Before waxing, it is usually advisable to wrap waxed tape or a 
heavy cord around the top of the sto k near the cut surface, thus 
tying in the scions to prevent the stock from gaping open and 
destroying the contact of the growing parts. After 5 or 6 weeks, 
when growth should be well started, the tape or cord may be cut; 
oth erwise, if it be very strong, it is likely to girdle the stock and 
prevent growth. 
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A paper bag is also often placed over the cleft graft and waxed 
surfaces and tied around the stock to lessen the evaporation of 
moisture from the scions and RtoCk. In about a week or ten days, 
growth should start and the sacks should be removed. At the 
end of the first or second season if all of the scions are growing, 
A good job of top-work in jf by the clen CI ft jfrofLcd seedlinjf black walnut after one 
uaft method. year of growth. 
the number should be reduced to one, because two or more growin g 
from the same point may develop into a bad crotch. Where more 
scions are needed, however, to heal over a large wound, they should 
be left for a longer period . If the scions that are to be removed are 
pruned rather severely each year, their growth will be greatly 
checked and they may be left longer to assist in healing over wounds 
without any ill effects. 
Inlay Bark Graft Method.-Prepare the Stock "a" by removing the 
rough scaly portion of the bark only. 
Prepare the Scion by starting about opposite a bud and cut a bevel 
"b" extending approximately ha lf way in; if cut too deeply, the 
graft is weakened and may break off easily. Th n cut downward 
about 2 to 21/2 inches in length making the flat smooth s urface "c". 
Now cut squarely across the bottom at "e", leaving the scion about 
1,4 inch thick. 
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Insertion of Scion is made by laying the flat surface of the scion 
"c" against the pared stock and with the point of a knife cut along 
each side and across the bottom of the scion. The section of the 
bark ltf" thus outlined is then removed and the scion is immediately 
slipped into place where it should fit snugly with the lower edge 
of the bevel or slope "b" just touching the flat surface of the stock, 
ltd". The scion is then nailed in place with two small nails or 
tacks ltd" after which all cut surfaces, including the scion and the 
top of the stock are covered with grafting wax. 
[I '/ -flbl! 
If' -=-1'1" __ 
,{ 
Graft or Scion 
Inlay bark graft. Drawings and description adapted by permission of O. S. Gray, Pecan 
Nursery, Arlington, Texas. 
Note that the point indicated as lti" (scion) is even with the top 
of the stub (stock ltd") and that the area "b" (scion) extends above 
the top of the stub, ltd". 
According to the United States Department of Agriculture* ex-
tensive trials and investigations made recently show that this In-
lay-Bark Graft Method of grafting gave a higher percentage of good 
unions with pecans than all the other methods used. It is also 
claimed that the setting of scions is less expensive, as it takes less 
time and the cost of materials for covering the grafts is less than 
for all other methods used except the Slot Bark Graft. Rapid growth 
is facilitated, it is believed, because the scions can be fitted to the 
stock so closely that a complete cover of wax is easily obtained. 
The Bark Graft Method.-It is essential in this method of grafting 
as in the others that the bark separate readily from the wood. Con-
·Circular No. 545, April 1940, U. S. D. A. 
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seq uently, for best resu lls it is usually advisable to do the work in 
the sprin g just as the buds are starting growth. 
The limbs to be gr aft ed are sawed 0[1' in th e us ual manner, leaving 
short stubs. Th er e are sever a l s li ghtly different methods used in 
preparing the scions. Just as satisfaclory a melhod as any, how-
ever, is to prepare the scions wedge shape, as described und er cleft 
grafting. Many, however, cut th e sci on with a slraight splice or 
with a shoulder and splice. 
The bark gra ft- show in g th e method of 
cutti ng the scions and in sertin g th em. 10 
the stock. 
If the bark of the stock is in the proper condition (s lipping easily) 
these scions may be inserted without diffi culty between the bark and 
the wood. It is us ually necessar y to in sert 2 or more scions between 
the bark and wood to induce rapid healing of the stub. If the stock 
is large, the scions may be placed at interval s of 3 or 4 inches around 
the stub, to facilitate the healing of the wound. 
If the bark of the stock does not slip readily, a sli t about V2 inch 
long made at the edge of the stub will make the insertion of the 
scion easier. The scions should be ti d firmly to the stub by means 
of waxed tape or sto ut cord to hold them in place. Small tacks are 
also sometimes driven through the scions into the stock to help hold 
the scions firmly to the stub. All exposed and cut surfaces includ-
ing the scions should be covered with grafting wax. The tape or 
cord should be cut after a few weeks or as soon as the scions are 
well established, in order to prevent girdling. 
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The Notch Method of Graftage.- The "notch method" of making 
the cleft gr aft first came into promin ence in the Northwest. A 
coarse-toothed saw is used and the desired notch is sawed out in-
stead of split. The scions can not be made wedge shaped, but must 
be whittled to fit the notch. If one side of the scion is made thinner 
than the other one, then the scion ca n be forced in t ightly until 
the inner edges meet closely. The wedge is usually made sidewise, 
with the splint toward the center of the stock. Tie and wax the 
wounds as with other methods of graftage. The advantage claimed 
for t hi s method is that it does not injure t he stock bad ly by splitting 
it, and as a result it heals more quickly. . 
The Slot Bark Graft Method.-
Thi s graft is used mainl y for the 
hickory and other thick-barked 
kinds of nut trees. A wedge 
shaped sc ion is prepared, with 011e 
face of the wedge shorter than the 
other. On the stock a tongue of 
bark is loos n d as shown in Fig. 
"a", and the scion is inserted be-
tw en th tongue and the wood, 
"a" . Th e top of the wedge face -'( .. " 
shou ld be flu sh with and slightly 
above the top of the sto k, "b". 
For good resu lts this is important, 
for if the scion is forced down too 
low the upper end of the stock may 
not heal r eadi ly, and finally die, 
making a favorable point for in-
jury by borers and fun gi. 
The s lot hllrk rcrnfL 
The Side Cleft Graft Method.- Th "side graft" is very good for 
top-working small trees or grafti ng small branches. The scion is 
prepared as in th e cleft graft xcept that the wedge is very short. 
Th limb or stock receives a di agonal cut almost to th pith. This 
cut is t hen opened by bending th limb and the wedge shaped scion 
is in s rt d, using care to make th e right contact between the two 
cambium layers . When the scion is in place th en d of the limb is 
released and its sprin g action hold s the scion in place. No tying is 
necessary. The original bran ch is then removed just above the in-
sertion and the whole union and wound are covered with grafting 
wax. 
Propagation by Budding 
Much investigation and experi nce in budding and graft in g at this 
station has shown t hat walnut and chestnut trees us uall y make more 
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satisfactory growth from the various kind s of grafting operations 
than pecan and hickory trees. In fact, some beli eve that it is gen-
erally better to use some form of budding when the bark peels read-
ily for top-working hickories and pecans. 
UnCO!1"unon methods or hl.lddln K. (1) chip. ( 2 ) plate. (3) ring or annular, (4) Jl · budding, 
(5) prOIlK. (6) fhll e. 
Buds may be in serted in the main trunk, or the scaffold branches 
as in scion grafting. The buds, however, are usual ly placed in one-
or two-year-o ld wood where the bark is not too thick. Nursery bud-
ding is done on young stock, whi le orchard budding for old trees is 
done on both new growth after large limbs have been severely cut 
back, to produce new shoots at the points desired or on older wood. 
Whi le the budding work may be done from sprin g until fa ll at 
times when the bark peels easi ly, yet the best period is generally 
during late July, August, and early September. If the budding is 
done in Apri l, May, and June growth of the inserted bud may be 
forced to grow by removing after the operation the top of the seed-
ling or branch. Suckers developing on the stock near the bud 
should also be removed as they start growth. 
Some Kinds of Budding.-The principal kinds of budding may be 
named according to the various methods of doing the work. For 
the nut trees grown in Missouri, perhaps the following have the 
widest appeal and are the most useful: Twig or spur budding; 
flute, patch, or veneer budding; plate budding, and ring or ann ular 
budding. 
The Patch Bud.-Budding work may begin as soon as the bark 
sl ips freely. On current shoot growth it may start during the latter 
part of July or early August and continue as long as the bark re-
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mains suitable for the operation. As with other types of budding, 
the best results· are obtained when th·e trees are in active growth. 
A bud stick is selected from the variety or kind that the producer 
wishes to perpetuate. Using a knife with parallel blades about 
one inch apart, a cut is made "a-a". Then using one blade of the 
knife another cut is made " b". The "bud patch" may now be re-
moved as illustrated with the bud located about the center of the 
patch. 
Bud Patch Sealed With Waxed · 
Cloth and Tied Securely 
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The patch bud method. (Courtesy O. S. Gray. Peca n Nursery, Arlington, Texas. ) 
A place is selected on the stock free from buds and with the same 
parallel blade knife, make cuts "A-A" . Then make only one cut 
"B" and lift back the bark and quickly insert the bud patch so that 
the t6p and bottom and one side fit the opening. Part of the flap is 
then removed, allowing · the remaining portion to lap over the left 
side of the patch bud as shown at "f". 
In the operation, it is important that the bud patch be not removed 
from the bud stick until the stock is ready to receive it. The trans-
fer should then be made as quickly as possible so that the cambium 
tissues will not be allowed to lose moisture or dry appreciably. 
Success depends upon the care with which the bud patch is re-
moved from the scion. Care must be taken to avoid touching or in-
jury to the inner moist surface and also to avoid cracking the back 
beneath the bud. 
After the bud patch is inserted, cover it well at once with waxed 
cloth somewhat larger than the bud patch, leaving a hole in the 
center through which the bud can protrude. Tie the bud patch 
tightly in order to hold it firmly against the stock. About ten wraps 
of four-ply wrapping twine may be needed, pulling the twine to 
almost the breaking point as wrapping continues. To eliminate 
cutting the string 2 or 3 weeks later some growers use rubber bands 
or waxed tape. Regardless of the method used, it is essential that 
a tight wrap and tie be made for good results. 
Ring or Annular Budding.-This is similar to flute ot patch budd-
ing. Instead of removing a piece of bark as in flute budding, a ring 
of bark is removed with the parallel blade knife all the way around 
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the tree or branch. This is then replaced immediately with a similar 
ring of bark bearing a bud which had been removed from the scion. 
This method with its modifications is used more by successful pecan 
propagators of the South than any of the others. 
Spur Budding.-This form is made use of in budding thick-barked 
trees like hickories, pecans, walnuts, etc. Spur or twig budding 
on such trees generally gives more satisfactory results than shield 
budding. Spur budding differs from shield budding only in that a 
spur or short twig containing one or more buds is left on the shield-
. shaped piece of bark instead of one bud. 
. Plate Budding.-Two longitudinal cuts parallel to each other and 
of equal length are made in the stock. The upper ends of the 
cuts are joined by making a cut in the opposite direction. The bark 
is then lifted, forming a rectangular flap 1 to Ilj2 inches long which 
is still attached below to the stock. A bud on a piece of bark from 
the scion is cut to fit the space, inserted at once, covered with the 
flap and tied. The flap is often cut so that a part of it may be fitted 
on each side of the bud. This method is much like patch budding 
described above. 
Tying Buds.-In order to prevent the bud from drying out, it is 
very important in all kinds of budding that the two growing layers 
be held firmly together. Various materials have been used for 
tying buds, but string is the most common. Raffia, a kind of grass, 
is also used extensively. When raffia is used it is soaked for a few 
hours and tied while wet. Three or four wraps are generally made 
aboV'e and below the bud. The main object is to keep the string 
tight in order that all portions of the bark be held firmly in place. 
In 4 to 6 weeks, the bud should grow and the union ought to be 
sufficiently complete to allow the cutting of the wrapping material 
on one side without removing. When the ties begin to bind severely, 
they should be cut at once; otherwise the bud may be killed by 
girdling. It is essential, therefore, that the buds be given careful 
and timely attention. 
Storing Dormant Nut Tree Buds and Scions 
A temperature of from 33° to 40° F. appears to be generally satis-
factory for storing dormant scions for budding and grafting. It 
is also important that the scions be inbedded. in moist insulating 
material such as moss, shavings, sawdust or burlap. 
Seasoned Wood.-When dormant budwood is removed from cold 
storage and held in warm and damp packing material, such as bur-
lap, paper, and moss, for a few days, it is said to be seasoned for the 
purpose of causing the bark to sUp or peel. A temperature of 78° to 
85° F. is best for quick seasoning. The seasoned budwood may 
also be kept for 3 or 4 weeks if held in moist packing material at a 
temperature of 33° to 40° F. 
